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Westerners have long admired Chinese furniture for its durability, inner strength, quiet restraint,
and simple dignity. Especially attractive to the educated eye are its purity of line, devotion to
detail, and flawless construction. This unabridged reprint of a rare classic provides lovers of
Chinese furniture with an enlightened discussion of the accomplishments achieved by fine
craftsmen over the centuries, including the aesthetic levels attained during the early Shang
period (1766–1123 B. C.), the transitional phase of cabinetmaking during the Yuan Dynasty
(1280–1368 A.D.), and the perfection in craftsmanship reached during the Ming Dynasty (1368–
1644 A.D.). The text also reviews the origins and development of basic forms and methods of
construction — from the selection of wood to its processing, cutting, joining, ornamentation, and
final polishing.Long considered the definitive work on Chinese hardwood furniture in a Western
language, this indispensable guide contains 161 superb plates that include photographs and
drawings of tables, chairs, couches, cabinets, cupboards, and wardrobes. There are also
measured drawings for 21 exquisitely crafted pieces for woodworkers interested in creating
authentic Chinese furniture.When the first edition of this volume was published more than 40
years ago in Peking, only 200 copies were printed. Today, each of the few remaining originals is
worth several thousands of dollars. Now available in a handsome and affordable reprint edition,
this volume is a unique addition to the libraries of woodworkers, art lovers, and anyone
interested in Chinese culture and décor.

About the AuthorMrs. Tarla Dalal is India s best - selling cookery author since over 2 decades.
She has written a total of 100titles, several of which have been translated in various languages
like Hindi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali and even Dutch and Russian! The total sales of her cookery
books exceed 3million copies. Her first book The Pleasures of Vegetarian Cooking , which was
published in 1974, was an instant success with indian housewives. The book, which is
considered a classic in cookery books, has sold a record 1,50,000 copies. Lately there has been
a new addition to the list called the TOTAL HEALTH SERIES. These are health related
cookbooks with recipes and information on various subjects like The Pregnancy Cookbook,
Baby and Toddler food, Delicious Diabetic Recipes, Fast foods made Healthy, Healthy
Breakfast, Healthy Soups and Salads, Cooking with 1 Teaspoon of Oil, Healthy Soups and
Salads, Healthy Breakfast and Calcium Rich Recipes has been her best selling book recently. In
addition to writing cookbooks, Mrs. Tarla Dalal also has a major web presence in the form of
tarladalal.com, the largest Indian food site.
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Just Another Critic, “Full of schematics on old manufacturing techniques in China's MING/QING
Dynasties.. Shows examples of rare chinese furniture from the Ming & early Qing dynasties.
What is incredible and important about this book is it shows how the furniture was made, the
insides/under the wood. Early Chinese furniture did not use screws or nails or glue, rather
intricate joinings, kinda like a snap together model. This book serves vintage furniture collectors
and should be owned by any modern wood worker who wants to learn "old school" furniture
making. (The schematics are key and not in other books I've seen) I think this book was owned
by many of the great mid-century modern makers, who were no doubt inspired by this book. An
inexpensive alternative to the less informed more expensive books on this subject.”

JVSGUSCASD, “Awesome book on Chinese furniture from pre-Revolutionary China, has
schematics and diagram drawings.. So I'm getting into woodworking, and have always loved
Chinese furniture. So this book pops up as a recommendation, and it is a pretty awesome book.
It was originally printed in Beijing before the Communist revolution, so it has some pretty cool
looking furniture drawings and diagrams in it. Give a brief history of Chinese furniture as well as
some helpful schematics on construction which i was really interested in. Wish that they would
have bigger diagrams and schematics but they are usable. I had originally got the kindle version
but it was a bit too hard to read and see the details, so I got the book. Wish it was also in color,
but it is a reprint from the 1940's original. Otherwise if you are interested in furniture making and
woodworking, this would be a great book to have in your collection.”

Anguel, “Amazing book. Everything you’d ever want to know about chinese furniture and how it’s
made. If you’re a furniture make like me buy this book. It’s incredible. You have to know a bit
about furniture making to understand all the joinery and blueprints. It’s not a basic book by any
means nor are there explanations of how the joinery works or connects.”

AllTold, “Far more than just interesting.. This book details joinery in great detail. It's surprising the
knowledge and ingenuity that existed so far back in time and this book does a great job of
depicting and explaining the works of past.”

Ricky Z, “All good stuffs are destroyed and tradition techniques are lost by .... I'm an American
Chinese. I'm always fascinated by ancient Chinese furniture design where no glue or nail is
used.The book is written by a Germany scholar who lived in China before communist took over.
All good stuffs are destroyed and tradition techniques are lost by brutal communism. Thanks
Gustav Ecke to save our ancestor wisdom and knowledge from communist.”

ReMark 4N, “Well Worth It. I bought it because I had heard that the author diagrammed some
interesting Chinese joinery. But the examples of classic Ming and Qing dynasty furniture are



fascinating as well.  It's really worthwhile to have a personal copy of this book.”

Aurelio, “Didactico. Buen libre y, muy didáctico para fabricar los artículos chinos de uso
doméstico !!!”

Terrie Geaudreau, “Excellent resource!. Lots of great information and I love the multitude of
photos. This book is a tough read as you have to constantly flip back and forth between the text
and plates. Be prepared to invest some time!”

Stephen Barber, “Five Stars. Excellent service from the seller. Very well written and illustrated.”

hughukon, “Five Stars. Just what I was looking for”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. classic, must-have book on traditional furniture”

Martin Halliday, “Very interesting but the photos are poor quality. It's a cheap book, so no big
surprise that the printing is poor quality, but it does make the information in the book hard to use.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 96 people have provided feedback.
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